The New London is a headhunting executive search company based in Mayfair, west London
specialising in contingent and contractor search within the City of London. Founded in 2013
New London specialises in “Human Capital” for predominantly the ﬁnancial sector as well as
technology and business development markets that specialise in bespoke services.
New London HR
Executive search mandates comprising of business development staﬀ ranging from sales
brokers to executive level sales professionals
New London IT
Contingent technology recruitment that equally works on permanent and contractor
placements from 1st line support, 2nd Line, 3rd line, Java developers and data architects.
New London Executive
Executive search on a retained search for sales directors within ﬁnancial, media, tech and
entertainment industries. All placements are undertaken only by senior head hunters and
directors.
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London Broker Training Course
The London Broker Training Course is comprised of 6 modules that have been carefully created
by 13 of New London’s clients to bring jobseekers within the ﬁnancial services and ﬁnancial
business development sector.
The course is a 50% Business Development / Account Management and 50% Technical
Knowledge within the sector.
There are a lot of courses out there that provide a “Crash Course” setting to teach you only the
basics of 1 ﬁeld but at New London we believe in building “Human Capital” which transmutes to
a valuable skillset of what a broker says in a live call.

“Learning the practical way —
What a broker says in a live call?”
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What’s in each module?
Each module has a diﬀerent product to it but the exact same structure with only the valuable
information being taught to you.
In each module….
You receive 2 scripts
(Script 1) is a ﬁrst call or ﬁrst contact — how a broker opens a cold lead or qualiﬁed lead.
Displays prospecting and qualifying techniques unique to the style of the type of brokerage as
well as an entry level into objection handling and rebuttals. This also goes into the format of a
semi close for the introduction into the 2nd call.
(Script 2) is a 2nd call or 2nd contact — how a broker re-qualiﬁes from the ﬁrst call
prospecting, using the information to develop a closing pitch. Digging into the diﬀerence
between a valid objection and an invalid objection and going in for the close.
You receive 2 audio Files
As you are reading the annotated scripts which shows exactly what you are listening to, with
extra content provided to show why these things are being said and the general reaction that
the phrases/statements cause the client.
2 audio ﬁles are sent to you one for the (1st Call script) and another for the (2nd Call script)
these can be listened to on the go via your smartphone or on the desktop in the comfort of
your own home.
You receive 2 workbooks
With each module, you will receive 2 workbooks that will go into detail of what rebuttals/
prospecting/objection handling/semi-closing/pipeline/follow up etc. there is also added
printable pages for you to add your own spin to this process which we encourage to bring to
the interview with you to show knowledge.
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The Syllabus

Module 1 / Week 1

PRECIOUS METAL /
COMMODITY BROKERAGE
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The Syllabus

Module 1 / Week 1

PRECIOUS METAL / COMMODITY BROKERAGE
1st Call Script / 1st Call Audio
Opening, qualifying and semi closing B2C general tax bracket investors from a cold source with
the education style pitch of a commodity market and explaining leverage with market volatility,
re-qualifying and setting tone for 2nd call.
2nd Call Script / 2nd Call Audio
Following up from 1st call and dealing with rebuttals, explaining more substantial information
about product as well as comparing with current portfolio and other investments, using
information as a platform to sell back to client and attempting the semi-Passover to senior
2 Work books (Objection Handling and Semi-Passover Cheat sheet)
Objection handing workbook shows diﬀerent phrases which can be used to handle objection
such as “I’m not interested”, “it’s too complex”, “I don’t invest over the phone” this workbook will
also teach you how to qualify to get the right objections out of the client to be able to over to
call forward.
Semi-Passover workbook shows the diﬀerent ways you can use your qualiﬁcation techniques to
get the prospect to give you information about past investments, liquidity levels as well as
income or capital growth viewpoints, this information to then be eﬀectively used for passing
over to a senior to close the deal.
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The Syllabus

Module 2 / Week 2

FCA REGULATED
STOCKBROKERAGE
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The Syllabus

Module 2 / Week 2

FCA REGULATED STOCKBROKERAGE
1st Call Script / 1st Call Audio
Opening and qualifying UK clientele form a B2C qualiﬁed lead, conservative approach
introduction and ﬁrst contact. Qualifying portfolio and explaining CFD’s and ETF’s in opposition
ISA’s for a compliance test of understanding and suitability. Qualifying liquidity and investment
value before setting follow up call time.
2nd Call Script / 2nd Call Audio
Following up from 1st call and re-qualifying client/prospect as well as testing understanding of
products, prospecting for more information on portfolio and introducing geo-political
movements that may aﬀect portfolio or current investments. Dealing with objections and then
using that information to pass over to a senior to close the deal.
2 Work books (Prospecting cheat sheet and Semi-Passover techniques)
Prospecting cheat sheet shows you how to ask intelligent questions to get into the right area for
qualifying the client properly, in this workbook you will learn how to ﬁnd out about income and
capital growth in a substantial way to never run out of conversation regarding the client’s/
prospect’s portfolio.
Semi Passover (FCA regulated) this workbook shows you the diﬀerent styles of utilising the
complexities of the products to enable you to get a pass over possible to your senior whilst still
having enough information for the deal to be closed.
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The Syllabus

Module 3 / Week 3

FX (FOREIGN EXCHANGE)
BROKERAGE
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The Syllabus

Module 3 / Week 3

FX (FOREIGN EXCHANGE) BROKERAGE
1st Call Script / 1st Call Audio
Sourcing a self-generated B2B lead from scratch and going into a quick introduction of broker/
company and product to retain interest to enter ﬁrst pitch. Asking quick ﬁre qualiﬁcation
questions and dealing with several objections to understand valid or invalid objections being
used. Retaining interest and semi-closing on 2nd contact with business layout described by
either HNW client and or business decision maker(s).
2nd Call Script / 2nd Call Audio
Following up from 1st call to re-engage interest after it being lost to competition, dealing with
high level objections and re-qualifying business needs. Selling yourself and the company you
work for with clear intention of closing the deal in a blunt close format. Dealing with
competition’s existing format and being able to re-qualify and blunt close on a business to
business format.
2 Work books (Objection, Qualifying and Closing Techniques)
Objection and qualifying workbook teaches you high level questioning and objection handling
mainly reserved for higher net worth clientele, using speed and quality type qualiﬁcation tricks
this will help you retain interest as well as have enough time to re-pitch complex foreign
exchange products.
B2B Closing techniques will show you how to use the information a higher net worth client or a
business decision maker gives to you to be able to close the deal eﬀectively without the
competitor broker getting in your way.
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The Syllabus

Module 4 / Week 4

AVIATION / PRIVATE JET
BROKER
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The Syllabus

Module 4 / Week 4

AVIATION / PRIVATE JET BROKER
1st Call Script / 1st Call Audio
Account management qualiﬁcation call with complex product pitch for a B2B prospect. Fact
ﬁnding about competitors to ensure delivery of pitch remain intact. Qualifying business needs
form luxury standpoint with soft close half way through pitch and a soft commitment onwards
the end of call with physical meeting commitment close.
2nd Call Script / 2nd Call Audio
Following up from 1st call and 1st meeting in oﬃce with blunt close followed by 1 major
objection. Format that entails: is client who has made up mind that competitor is more viable
than yourself and your company, re-pitch is deployed to then ﬁnd out valid or invalid objections
are behind reasoning, ﬁnding our valid objection and leading with blunt close.
2 Work books (G6 Specs, how to sell one and How to keep a prospect engaged)
G6 specs and how to sell one workbook shows you how to go into a complex product and only
can highlight the important features through a pitch, cutting your time down with more time to
focus on the blunt close. Speciﬁcally, for HNW and UHNW clients.
How to keep a prospect engaged workbook goes into detail of how to keep a high net worth or
business decision maker (CEO, COO, CFO) engaged with your conversation to be able to have a
ﬁghting chance of closing them. This shows the 3 sell principles.
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The Syllabus

Module 5 / Week 5

HEDGE FUND BROKER
B2B AND B2C
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The Syllabus

Module 5 / Week 5

HEDGE FUND BROKER B2B AND B2C
1st Call Script / 1st Call Audio
Dealing with UHNW client through a qualiﬁed lead with enquiry to company from 12 hours ago,
introduction and company sell introduction with high qualiﬁcation for investment portfolio
worth over £5 million pounds’ sterling and using information to semi close with commitment
meeting close following liquidity check as well as amount value close of 20% of value of
portfolio (1 Million Pound Sterling deal).
2nd Call Script / 2nd Call Audio
Following 1st call and meeting with a follow up on deal and dealing with several invalid
objections through re-sealing yourself, company and the product, ﬁnding out the valid objection
and slowly turning up the pressure to deal with main objection. Upselling and cross-selling to
keep client engaged with blunt close with future pacing with geopolitical movement close.
2 Work books (Commitment closes and HNW Qualiﬁcation semi closes)
Commitment closes workbook teaches you how to ask for a commitment from a client to give
you a ﬁghting chance of a soft/blunt close. ideal for HNW clientele with a face to face standpoint
of closing a deal. This also shows the follow methods for after meeting and or 2nd call
HNW qualiﬁcation semi closes shows you ow to ask the right high end qualiﬁcation questions
for UHNW clientele as well as HNW clientele to qualify correctly before attempting the close for
a high-end ﬁgure.
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The Syllabus

Module 6 / Week 6

YACHT BROKER
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The Syllabus

Module 6 / Week 6

YACHT BROKER
1st Call Script / 1st Call Audio
Account management call on a UHNW client who has enquired for information of purchase of
large vessel, introduction training and sell yourself and company pitch to start with qualiﬁcation
steps for type and reasoning of purchase. Upselling techniques with a hint of cross-selling
before full on pitch of company as well as service diﬀerentiation between competition and your
pitch. Close on commitment close and follow up close.
2nd Call Script / 2nd Call Audio
Follow up post meeting and complex pitch part 1, greet with re-pitch and response from client
with valid and invalid objections. Qualify the valid objection and re-deal with any other type of
issues by deep qualiﬁcation and company and sell yourself close with full blunt close on a
competition based re-qualiﬁer close.
2 Work books (Commitment closes and HNW Qualiﬁcation semi closes)
Why a client needs a broker is a workbook which goes into brief detail behind the psychology of
why the job is so important and how you can show these qualities whilst you do the job in real
time, this is speciﬁcally aimed at the yachting industry with excellent transferable to any
business development role whether in luxury or ﬁnancial sales.
How to sell yourself is crucial to show when dealing with powerful clients, especially UHNWs.
This workbook goes into detail of the do’s and don’ts of this crucial pre-close. This is invaluable
when closing large / big ticket deals.
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Available “on the go” using any smartphone or tablet or at the comfort of your own home.
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London broker Training Exam
The London Broker Training Exam consists of 20 dynamic based questions that test your
knowledge on the ﬁrst 2 modules. These questions are a mix of technical and business
development standpoints that employers can and will test you on in interviews.
We have made the exam only for the ﬁrst 2 modules Precious metal brokerage and the FCA
regulated brokerage as it allows us to send this oﬀ within 2 weeks of you starting this course to
our clients.
What are dynamic based questions?
These are not multiple choice or one word answers, they are designed to get custom answers
from you to show the style of prospecting, following up, qualifying, identifying and pitching that
you can potentially bring to the table
Questions like…

“What’s the diﬀerence between and valid and invalid objections?”
“Explain a CFD in your own words in a pitching style”
“Use the objection handle FEEL/FELT/FOUND in a sentence when speaking to a client”

85% pass rate with
results posted to
clients
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What does this look like on your CV?

“We add this below your opening proﬁle and above your employment history, you
receive this from us within 24 hours for you to send oﬀ to other future employers of
your choice as we send oﬀ to our clients”
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FAQ’s
How long is this course?
The course is initially 6 weeks but we can expedite the process depending on secured
interviews.
Do I have to wait 6 weeks before you send oﬀ my cv?
No, we send oﬀ the CV on the day you begin the course, our clients are then aware you are
undertaking the knowledge needed to ascertain a position with them.
Is this course diﬃcult?
It is challenging but it has helped A level and University graduates and Master degree educated
individuals alike.
Who made the course?
We have helped 13 brokerages within the ﬁnancial and bespoke business development sector
create this course and only have kept the eﬃcient and applicable knowledge needed to succeed
and thrive in these environments.
What happens if I get 100% on the exam?
We will then send oﬀ the entire exam to our clients and notify them of the 100% pass mark, you
are more likely to get an interview if you pass the exam with ﬂying colours especially if these are
the questions they will ask you.
Why is the course cheaper than other courses out there?
This is an online only exam that covers 13 diﬀerent brokerages as opposed to physical courses
where you must attend an oﬃce and be taught by a sales trainer, physical courses are great but
they have a more expensive price as they have a higher overhead.
Why does New London do a course like this?
As the ﬁnancial sales sector is one of the most competitive industries on the planet we can
bring you extracurricular experience on your CV saving time and money, other options include
internships and unpaid work which also look great on the CV so there are more ways than one
to accomplish this.
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What happens Next
Simply click on the “Invest Now” link at the bottom of the London Broker Training page on the
New London HR website.

Invest Now

Give us a call immediately so we can conﬁrm transaction from our end and we can get Module
1 sent to you within minutes.

POWERED
BY
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